Electron energy-loss spectroscopy studies have been performed in order to get a deeper insight into the electronic structure and elementary excitations of the two -leg ladder system Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 . We find a strong anisotropy of the loss function for momentum transfers along the a and c -crystallographic axis, and a remarkable linear plasmon dispersion for a momentum transfer parallel to the legs of the ladders. The investigated spectral features are attributed to localized and delocalized charge-transfer excitations and the charge carrier plasmon. The charge carrier plasmon position and dispersion in the long wave-length limit agree well with expectations based upon the band structure of the two-leg ladder, while the observed quasi-linear plasmon dispersion might be related to the peculiar properties of underdoped cuprates in general.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in Cu-O frameworks [1] a large family of different Cu-O based systems was studied, whereas the dimensionality varied from quasi zero-dimensional systems (like Li 2 CuO 2 or NaCuO 2 ) over one-dimensional networks (e. g. Sr 2 CuO 3 ) to two-dimensional systems (such as Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 or high temperature superconductors). The dimension of a system and the associated electronic and magnetic pathway joining neighboring Cu ions, which depends upon the manner in which the CuO 4 plaquettes are arranged, plays a key role for the electronic excitations. The compound Ca x Sr 14−x Cu 24 O 41 is a so-called quasi-one-dimensional system and shows additional complexity since it consists of two different types of copper oxide networks-CuO 2 (edge-sharing) chains and Cu 2 O 3 (two-leg) ladders-which are separated by strings of Sr or Ca atoms. These networks are arranged in layers, and the layers are oriented in the crystallographic ac-plane, while they are stacked in an alternating manner along the perpendicular b-axis (see Fig. 1 ).
Both of these two subsystems, ladders and chains, have orthorhombic symmetry, but are structurally incommensurate. [2, 3] The discovery of superconductivity in Ca 13.6 Sr 0.4 Cu 24 O 41 at a high pressure of 3 GPa [4] has provoked a lot of attention on the spin-ladder system because it was the first superconducting copper oxide material with a non-square-lattice. [5] A remarkable property of Ca x Sr 14−x Cu 24 O 41 is that superconductivity only occurs when Sr is replaced by Ca. Thereby, the nominal valence of Cu remains unchanged but the change of chemical pressure within the lattice causes a transfer of holes from the chain to the ladder subsystem. [6] [7] [8] Therefore, the evolution of the electronic and magnetic structure upon Ca addition is one of the key issues for understanding superconductivity and other physical properties [9, 10] , whereas the exact hole distribution in these compounds is still under debate. [7, [11] [12] [13] Another interesting property of the spin ladder compounds is a tendency to form a charge density wave (CDW) phase depending on the Ca content [14] [15] [16] , which may prevent the occurrence of superconductivity. An insulating hole crystal phase, as it was predicted [17] , in which the carriers are localized through manybody interactions was reported. [18] [19] [20] In summary, the complex phase diagram as well as the effect of dimensionality and the impact of temperature on the electronic structure of these compounds are not yet fully understood.
Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) is a useful tool for the investigation of materials at all levels of complexity in the electronic-spectrum. [21] The EELS cross section is basically proportional to Im[-1/ (ω, q)] (called loss function) where (ω, q) = 1 (ω, q) + i 2 (ω, q) is the momentum and energy-dependent complex dielectric function. In this way, EELS probes the electronic excitations of a solid under investigation. Furthermore, it allows momentum dependent measurements of the loss function, i. e. the observation of non-vertical transitions within the band structure of a solid, the idendification of dipole forbidden excitations [22, 23] and the determination of the dispersion of excitons, interband transitions or charge carrier plasmons. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] As the dispersion of a charge carrier plasmon is related to the Fermi velocity, EELS studies also provide valuable insights into further fundamental electronic parameters.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Single crystals of Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 were grown by using the travelling solvent floating zone method. [29] For the EELS measurements thin films (∼ 100 nm) were cut along the crystal b-axis from these single crystals using an ultramicrotome equipped with a diamond knife.
The films were then put onto standard transmission electron microscopy grids and transferred into the spectrometer. All measurements were carried out at room temperature with a dedicated transmission electron energy-loss spectrometer [30] employing a primary electron energy of 172 keV. The energy and momentum resolution were set to be ∆E = 80 meV and ∆q = 0.035Å −1 , respectively. Before measuring the loss-function, the thin films have been characterized by in situ electron diffraction, in order to orient the crystallographic axis with respect to the transferred momentum. From the measured loss function, the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function (ω) and consequently the optical conductivity σ were calculated by the well-known Kramers-Kronig relations. [30] Prior to the Kramers-Kronig analysis the measured spectra were corrected by substracting contributions of multiple scattering and eliminating the contribution of the direct beam by fitting the plasmon peak with a model function, which gives the low energy tail to zero energy for the loss function. [24] We note that in our case the quasi elastic background does not alter the plasmon position as discribed in [31] [32] [33] . 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The momentum dependence of the EELS spectra of Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 for q parallel to the crystallographic a -axis (q is increasing from top to bottom spectra). The upturn towards 0 eV is due to the quasi-elastic line.
In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the loss function with increasing q in an energy range between 0.5 -10 eV for a momentum transfer perpendicular to the ladders/chains (crystal-lographic a -axis). The data have been normalized to the high-energy region between 9 and 10 eV where they are almost momentum independent. We can clearly identify a well pronounced double peak structure with maxima at 3 -3.5 eV and at 5 eV. The spectral weight of the first excitation feature-compared to the second-decreases with increasing momentum transfer. Fig. 3 displays the corresponding data for a momentum transfer parallel to the crystallographic c -axis, i. e. parallel to the ladders and chains in Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 . Again, there is a double-peak feature between 3 and 5 eV, and the intensity of the former is decreasing upon increasing momentum.
The momentum dependence of the EELS spectra of Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 for q parallel to the crystallographic c -axis (q is increasing from top to bottom spectra). The upturn towards 0 eV is due to the quasi-elastic line.
In addition, Fig. 3 reveals a further excitation feature around 1 eV for momentum transfers parallel to the ladder direction, which is absent perpendicular to it. This additional excitation clearly disperses to higher energies with increasing q. Furthermore, the peak width increases with increasing momentum, which indicates damping of this excitation which also increases with q. According to resistivity data [34] , Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 shows a metallic behavior along the c -direction, which is also in line with the appearance of a plasma edge close to 1 eV in the corresponding reflectivity spectra. [11, 35] In order to further quantify the behavior of the 1 eV plasmon we present in Fig. 4 the evolution of the peak position in the range 0.15Å −1 to 0.35Å −1 for q c. Due to the strong damping of the plasmon and the low cross section for higher momentum transfers, data for a momentum transfer above q = 0.35Å −1 are not included in Fig. 4 as a function of the angle in the ac -plane at a constant momentum transfer of q = 0.15Å −1 , as presented in Fig. 5 and 6 . We can identify a clearly visible anisotropy within these di- [23] Moreover, the excitations in these undoped chains also are virtually isotropic within the plane of the CuO 4 units. In the case of doping such chains the resulting electronic states and the excitations will still be localized due to the bonding geometry, which is also evidenced by the results of x-ray absorption studies. [41] We therefore attribute the excitation at 5 eV in Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 , which does not disperse and which is isotropic within the ac -plane, to excitations from the Cu-O chains in the compound.
In contrast, in the 180
• bond-configuration a delocalized charge-transfer excitation is also possible in undoped cuprates. This represents an excited hole which has moved to the O2p Finally, the dispersion of the charge carrier plasmon can also help to gain further insight into the microscopic nature of the electronic system. For a simple metal in the long wavelength limit, the plasmon dispersion is expected to be quadratic, i. e. ω(q) = ω p + Aq 2 , whereas the coefficient A can be expressed as A =h 2 m α and α = α 1 + α 2 [49, 50] , with
Thereby m is the free-electron mass, v F is the Fermi velocity, ∞ is the background dielectric constant and ω p is the plasma frequency. To calculate α 2 one has to consider the second derivative of the Fermi velocity component parallel to q, v q .
Interestingly, the dispersion of the plasmon in Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 along the ladder direction (see Fig. 4 in more detail, we have fitted the dispersion curve using a polynomial function
The parameter A then represents the plasmon behavior for small momenta, i. e. long
wavelengths. This fit provides us with the following results (see also For a one-dimensional system the plasma frequency ω p can be written as [49] 
Note that this expression takes the number of Cu-sites within the unit cell of the ladder into account.
To be able to derive the mean Fermi velocity from the expression above, the knowledge of the background dielectric constant ∞ is required. We have analyzed this parameter via a Kramers-Kronig analysis (KKA) of the measured loss function. Subsequently, we have described the resulting dielectric function within the Drude-Lorentz model with one
Drude and a number of Lorentz oscillators. In left panel of Fig. 7 we show the optical conductivity (σ = ω 2 ) as received from our KKA and the corresponding fit result. This
Figure demonstrates that our model description of the data is very good. The value of the plasma frequency ω p = 0.89 eV which is obtained from the fit of σ is in very good agreement to that provided by the fit of the plasmon dispersion (cf. Fig. 4 ). In addition, this value is also in good agreement to the data from reflectivity measurements. [35] The background dielectric constant can now be read off the real part of the dielectric function subtracting the Drude (i. e. charge carrier) contribution (see Fig. 7 right panel) , we obtain ∞ ≈ 7.5 -8. We thus arrive at a mean Fermi velocity for the conduction electrons in the ladder of v F ≈ 530000 This good correspondence indicates that (i) our description of the long wavelenght limit is consistent and (ii) the contribution of α 2 to the long wave length plasmon dispersion is small. Indeed, a calculation of α 2 using equation (2) and taking into account the tight binding description of the conduction bands in Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 [51] yields |α 2 | ≤ 0.05 (for a more detailed description of this procedure see [52] ). Thus, α 2 is less than 10% of the contribution to the dispersion coefficient A.
We now can conclude that the long wavelength limit of the plasmon dispersion in [51] , and which also agrees well with recent result from angular resolved photoemission. [8] However, the quasi-linear dispersion as revealed in Fig. 4 cannot be rationalized within the framework of a simple metal. Deviations from the expectation of a quadratic plasmon dispersion have already been reported in the past. Already the heavier alkali metals show vanishing or even negative plasmon dispersions, which has initiated a lot of theoretical work. [53] Over the years different reasons for these observations have been discussed including local field effects, interband transitions and the anisotropy of the effective mass.
This emphasizes that the dispersion of the charge carrier plasmon can be a very complex parameter.
Previously, the plasmon dispersion in other quasi one-dimensional metallic systems has been investigated theoretically and experimentally for a few compounds. Within RPA it has been predicted [39] that the plasmon dispersion in one dimensional metals can be substantially modified by local field effects, i. e. the inhomogeneous character of the electron gas.
This modification can even cause a negative plasmon dispersion in case of a tight binding description of the electronic bands. [39] Experimental studies of the plasmon dispersion in ( Since at lower doping (so-called underdoping) the planar cuprates enter a pseudogap phase, the origin of which is actually under debate, the variations of the plasmon behavior might be closely connected with the peculiar properties in this pseudogap region. In this context, it is important to notice that there is evidence that the electronic degrees of freedom in the cuprate ladders are also quite complex. The data from angular resolved photoemission [8] show a substantially reduced spectral weight close to the Fermi level, and the optical reflectivity [11, 35] is different from that of a simple metallic material, but indicates additional electronic excitation in the energy range of the plasmon. In addition, for Ca x Sr 14−x Cu 24 O 41 compounds the formation of a hole crystal [16, [18] [19] [20] (i. e. a charge density wave) has been reported. These findings suggest that also in the cuprate ladders there might be a phase quite similar to the pseudo gap phase in the planar cuprates, with complex electronic degrees of freedom and interactions.
In relation to these previous findings we conclude that in Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 , band structure and local field effects as well as the peculiar physics of underdoped cuprates have to be considered in the future, in order to rationalize the measured plasmon dispersion, and further theoretical developments are required to achieve a conclusive picture of this interesting physics.
IV. SUMMARY
To summarize, employing EELS we investigated the dispersion of low lying charge-transfer excitations and the charge carrier plasmon in the spin ladder system Ca 11 Sr 3 Cu 24 O 41 . We found a strong anisotropy of the spectral structures, whereas the charge carrier plasmon is only visible for a momentum parallel to the crystallographic c -direction. A well pronounced two peak structure is seen at 3 -5 eV, and can be qualitatively assigned to localized and delocalized charge-transfer excitations. The plasmon dispersion scales quasi linear along the legs of the ladder, which is in contrast to what is observed for cuprate high temperature superconductors. A comparison of the fit of the dispersion curve (using a polynomial function) with the value for the plasma frequency (which can be obtained by a fit of the optical conductivity after a Kramers Kronig analysis of the measured loss function) shows a very good agreement and consistency of both fits. This indicates that the long wavelenght limit of the plasmon dispersion can be described within a RPA like description. We furthermore calculated the mean Fermi velocity to be about 530000 
